alter the law and have eight in each room; but I am in hopes thy will not do it for I find it very difficult to get six well-behaved in a room as we have not an opportunity of choosing & in my opinion it would be almost impossible to get eight well-behaved in a room.

I shall more inform you of something as strange as what I wrote upon my first arrival here; that is we have moved into another room. One of the young men into whose room we moved, when we came up first, fully awoke up to the character we gave him, but the others we were much received in; he is disliked by more than half the students in College & as to his roommates he desired to reign King & said if did not obey him he would use rough methods, this we greatly disliked knowing that no student durst take upon himself that authority, & that here we were all on an equality and to be room-mates and not one superior with